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iOS Wow Factor: UX Design Techniques for iPhone and iPadApress, 2011

	With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it the reviews it deserves? 
	
	iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules"...
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Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Ever since I spotted and started reading my first computer book in 1981, I knew Information
	Technology (IT) was going to be an important part of my life. I feel privileged to have been able to
	make a career out of something I enjoy, and the fact that it changes on what seems to be a
	monthly basis means it never gets boring. It still...
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Pro OpenGL ES for AndroidApress, 2012

	In 1985 I brought home a new shiny Commodore Amiga 1000, about one week after
	they were released. Coming with a whopping 512K of memory, programmable
	colormaps, a Motorola 68K CPU, and a modern multitasking operating system, it had
	“awesome” writ all over it. Metaphorically speaking, of course. I thought it might
	make a...
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Pro jQueryApress, 2012

	At its heart, jQuery does something that sounds pretty dull: it lets you modify the contents of HTML
	documents by manipulating the model that the browser creates when it processes the HTML (known as
	DOM manipulation, as I’ll explain later). If you are reading this, you have probably already done some
	DOM manipulation, either using...
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iPhone 4S Made Simple: For iPhone 4S and Other iOS 5-Enabled iPhones (Made Simple Apress)Apress, 2011

	In your hands is one of the most exciting devices to hit the market in quite some time: the iPhone 4S. This Quick Start Guide will help get you and your new iPhone 4S up and running in a hurry. You’ll learn all about the buttons, switches, and ports, and how to use the responsive touch screen, multitask and be introduced to Siri, the...
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Pro Web Project Management (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2011

	This guide was written for those who will manage or fund technology
	projects with budgets between $25,000 and $500,000. Our goal is to
	provide a quick-start guide for professional, smart, competent people
	who are new to web project management, or who need some
	guidance on how to manage a web project.


	Pro Web Project...
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Pro Android 4 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Pro Android 4 shows you how to build real-world and fun mobile apps using the new Android SDK 4 (Ice Cream Sandwich), which unifies Gingerbread for smartphones, Honeycomb for tablets and augments further with Google TV and more.
	
	This Android 4 book updates the best selling Pro Android 3 and covers everything...
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Arduino InternalsApress, 2011

	Let's investigate the inner-workings of your Arduino. It appears to be a simple machine, but it is not. Much effort has been invested to make it easy to learn and use. Unfortunately, these good intentions can mask some of the Arduino's underlying capabilities. You suspected that there was more, much more, under the simplistic...
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Pro iOS Web Design and Development: HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript with SafariApress, 2011

	These are exciting times for those who live and work with technology every day, whether they are young people who have been using technology since birth, or, like many others, have had to adapt to it.

	

	It is an exciting moment because in recent years there is no other example of technology that has changed our lives so...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Governance (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Governance is the process of creating policies and rules and assigning roles and responsibilities to make a system work properly. Even if your attitude is “Good Government is Less Government,” very few of us


	would want to have no government. In short, governance is the difference between order and chaos.


...
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Windows Azure PlatformApress, 2011


	In the past couple of years, cloud computing has emerged as a disruptive force in the information

	technology (IT) industry. Its impact is of the same magnitude as the Internet and offshoring. Gartner

	Research has identified cloud computing as one of the “top 10 disruptive technologies 2008–2012.”

	According to...
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Apache Tomcat 7Apress, 2011


	The first edition of this book covered the then-new Jakarta Tomcat 4. Tomcat has come a long way from

	there, becoming Apache Tomcat in the process, with version 7 released in January 2011. During this

	time, Tomcat has become the most popular and used Java servlet container on the market. Other open

	source application servers also...
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